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The data presented in this medium are in accordance with the present state of our
knowledge but do not absolve the user from carefully checking all supplies immediately
on receipt. We reserve the right to alter product constants within the scope of technical
progress or new developments. The recommendations made in this medium should be
checked by preliminary trials because of conditions during processing over which we
have no control, especially where other companies’ raw materials are also being used.
The information provided by us does not absolve the user from the obligation of
investigating the possibility of infringement of third parties’ rights and, if necessary,
clarifying the position. Recommendations for use do not constitute a warranty, either
express or implied, of the fitness or suitability of the product for a particular purpose.
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CREATING TOMORROW’S SOLUTIONS

WACKER Square
THE NEW MEDIA APP
FROM WACKER

WACKER Square AR
YOUR SQUARE
TO AUGMENTED REALITY

WACKER Square

WACKER Square AR enables you to link this app to the new augmented reality function. AR combines reality, vision and information
in extraordinary ways.

Experience the high-quality videos and brochures for y
 ourself.
You can view them conveniently on your mobile device, or
order them.

WACKER Square
YOUR SQUARE
TO EXPERIENCE
Get the lowdown on WACKER,
our products and our
industries.

How it works:

Open WACKER
Square
on your mobile de
vice

Switch to
the AR scanner

Keep up with the latest highlights in the WACKER world.
Always up to date, clearly structured, organized in categories
and reachable with just a few
clicks. And, of course, in ultrahigh resolution.
Don’t search. Find! Use either
the general media overview or
the targeted keyword search
option to find the media you
want in just a few clicks.

With WACKER Square, we are directly giving you cutting-edge,
customizable access to WACKER’s innovative product world.

Share brochures, videos or news
with others; mark your favorites
and save them for access offline.
Have your own personal, printed
copy of a brochure delivered
directly to your office via the
MyOrders ordering function.
Keep up to date with the latest
media in the “Current Media”
section.
We are making WACKER
an experience! Discover our
core competencies through
alternating interactive features.

Scan the
AR image

Plenty of surprise
s
await you

www.wacker.com/square-app

Go to the App Store

WACKER Square functions at a glance:


Media overviews and individual media items, structured by
product group, industry and “About WACKER”



MySquare: personalized media collection



The latest media available for retrieval



Selected media can be accessed offline



Ordering function “MyOrders” for brochures



Bookmark function



Sharing function



Integrated QR and AR scanner



Keyword searching



Available in various languages

